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Project Description 
 
Project Proposal within the Priority Programme “Visual Communication. Theoretical, empirical, 
and applied perspectives (ViCom)”. 
 
Anastasia Bauer, Cologne 
 
Gestures or signs? 
Comparing manual and non-manual constructions sharing the same form in co-speech 
gesture and sign language: a corpus-driven approach. (GeSi) 
 
Project Description 
 

1 Starting Point 
 
The central focus of this project is the relation between gesture and sign. Consider the 

following examples of Russian co-speech gesture and Russian sign language in (1)-(2)1. 
 

1a.    1b.  

Speech: i ne  ponimaet,   kak tak polučilos’… nu,  ja dumaju eto kakoj-to…. 

  and NEG understand.3SG how so happen.PAST well I think.1SG this somehow 

Gesture2 rh-palm-up_________________________  b-palm-up___ 

Translation: ‘He doesn’t understand how it happened’. ‘Hm, I think, it’s a kind of…’ 

2a.    2b.  

RSL gloss: VON VIBROSIT’ LV POLUČILOS.OTR IX POKA  LV 

 OUT THROW-AWAY PU HAPPEN.NEG IX UP-TO-NOW PU 

Translation: ‘It didn’t work out to throw (him) away’. ‘Here (in Russia) we still don’t have it.’ 

 
1 Example 1a is taken from the Russian multichannel discourse corpus RuPeCS "Russian Pear Chats and Stories", 

recording number 23, 3:41:00, www.multidiscourse.ru, (Kibrik 2018). Example 1b is taken from the TV-Show “Večernij 
Urgant”, No. 1532, Lev Leščenko, Channel 1, Russian Television, retrieved 6.10.2021. Examples 2ab are taken from 
the RSL online corpus (Burkova 2015). 
 
2 Rh-palm-up stands for right hand palm-up; b-palm-up stands for both hands palm-up. 
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The Russian speaker in (1a) conducts the so-called palm-up gesture with her right hand while 

producing a negative statement verbally. The Russian speaker in (1b) produces a similar co-

speech gesture with his both hands underlining his tentativeness and indefiniteness on the topic 

he is speaking about. Note that the Russian Sign Language (henceforth: RSL) signers produce 

superficially similar constructions with one (2a) and both hands (2b) with apparently similar 

functions. How do the signs of sign language differ from the equally formed gestures that 

speakers produce when they talk? This project addresses this question by investigating 

selected manual and non-manual constructions sharing a similar form in co-speech gesture and 

sign. There is a number of manual and non-manual constructions which are not constrained to 

signed language only, they are also observed in co-speech gesture. Figure 1 illustrates the 

forms, which will be systematically treated in this project: palm-up, throw away, pointing, list 

buoys, eyebrow raise and sidewards body leans. 

 

 palm-up  throw away  pointing 

 

 list buoy eyebrow raise body lean 

Figure 1: RSL manual and non-manual constructions 

 

While some of the selected constructions have been researched, other forms remain 

un(der)studied and there is no fine-graded comparison of all these constructions between 

signers and speakers. This project fills this gap. It aims at providing a detailed corpus-based 

analysis of the selected constructions in both co-speech gesture and sign. The goal is to 

determine how – and to what degree – these constructions in sign language differ from 

comparable forms in gesture on both functional and formation grounds. As these 

constructions share the same modality, they will be given the same theoretical treatment and 

will be investigated along a number of various dimensions blurring the strict gesture-sign binary 

and backing the understanding of these manual and non-manual activities as forming a cross-

modal continuum along which functional conventionalization and lexicalization takes place. 

Distinguishing signs and gesture, the two prime examples of visual communication, this project 
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also provides further insights into the interaction of different channels and the grammatical 

system(s) underlying this interaction contributing to a new modality-free comprehensive 

theoretical model of language and communication. 

The constructions in Figure 1 have similar shape in gesture and sign and pose particular 

challenges for theoretical accounts of language and for annotation of sign language corpora, 

because they are difficult to distinguish. The difference between signs and co-speech gestures 

has been usually considered to be higher degree of grammaticalization in their former (Janzen 

1999; Pfau & Steinbach 2006; 2011; Loon et al. 2014). Thus, Pfau & Steinbach (2006) suggest 

a grammaticalization path for certain manual and non-manual co-speech gestures (i.e. palm-up, 

pointing) that fulfill well-defined grammatical functions when used by signers. They assume that 

a manual or non-manual element can be considered part of the linguistic system of a sign 

language when it acquires a fixed meaning and shows a systematic use and syntactic 

distribution (e.g., specific sentential position for manual elements, grammatically determined 

scope properties for non-manuals). However, no systematic research has been conducted to 

compare the selected manual and non-manual elements shown in Figure 1 in sign languages 

and gesture until now. And therefore, no comparison of the form and function of each of these 

constructions can be conducted. This gap will be the primary concern of this project.  

 

1.1 State of the art and preliminary work 
 

The theoretical position against which the project is conducted adopts a concept of language as 

inherently multimodal, multichanneled and multisemiotic (Mohr & Bauer accepted; Bauer 

2020; Cooperrider 2019; Müller 2018; Ferrara & Hodge 2018; Perniss 2018; Goldin-Meadow & 

Brentari 2017; Bressem and Müller 2017; Kibrik 2010, 2018; Kendon 2004; Vigliocco et al. 2014). 

Moreover, the project takes a multidimensional rather than a binary approach to the gesture-

sign continua (Kendon 1988, 2004; McNeill 1992, 2000; Coppola & Senghas 2017), as gestures 

and signs will not be contrasted, but rather investigated adopting similar methodology and tools. 

The term modality is used to refer to the physical and sensory modality in which language is 

processed, such as auditory, visual or tactile modality. Multimodality thus refers to 

communication involving more than one perceptual modality (see also Green 2014 for a similar 

definition of multimodality). Speech without any body or hand movements is therefore unimodal 

as would be gestures which are produced without speech. While theoretically possible, unimodal 

communication is extremely unlikely as most human communication does make use of several 

modalities in the meaning-making process. While language modality greatly influences the form 

of linguistic representation, we agree with Goldin-Meadow and Brentari (2017) that the classical 

division of language only by its modality is not ideal. While talking about gesture and sign, it is 

important to consider not only modality, but also channels. The term channel is reserved for the 

means of language production such as the vocal tract, mouth, hands, eyes, eyebrows, etc. 

Speakers, signers and gesturers draw on a wide variety of channels and can simultaneously 

employ different ones for communication. Multimodality approach challenges the narrow view 

of language in the oral-auditory modality, it questions the boundaries between “language” and 

“gesture”, “linguistic” and “non-linguistic”, “verbal”, and “non-verbal” (Kendon 2014: 3) and 

reveals a multiplicity of communicative practices. Thus, the term multimodal is employed for 

communicative utterances that include more than one sensory modality (vocal and visual), 
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rather than instances where many channels (e.g. eyes and eyebrows) are employed in a 

communicative event (this is an important piece of information and influence the choice of 

dimension along which we investigate the manual and non-manual constructions).  

The term gesture has been criticized because it is “muddied with ambiguity, theoretical 

and ideological baggage” (Kendon, 2017: 31). Endorsing these terminological considerations, it 

is still not quite possible to ignore a long-standing tradition of using the term “gesture” for 

movements of the hands (especially while working in the multidisciplinary programme as ViCom). 

In line with Kendon (2019: 142), gesture is understood here as “any sort of visible bodily action 

that plays a role in an utterance and is not limited to the hands (Lempert 2019). Similar to Le 

Guen et al. (2020: 328), we refer to either manual or oral gestures. 

Gestures have been classified in a variety of ways by a number of researchers (e.g. 

Ekman and Friesen 1969, 1972; McNeil 1992, 2015; Müller 1998; Özyürek 2012). Kendon’s 

(2004) famous continuum ranges from: co-speech gestures to pantomime to emblems to sign 

languages with the possibility of communicative practices being located in between the 

individual points of the continuum. The constructions (Figure 1) to be investigated in this project 

belong to co-speech gestures. Co-speech gestures are spontaneous movements produced 

when people speak (e.g. deictic gestures, iconic gestures, metaphoric gestures (McNeil 1992)). 

A research team led by Müller has been actively developing the concept of recurring gestures 

in recent years (Ladewig & Bressem 2013, Müller 2004; Müller, Ladewig & Bressem 2013). 

Recurring gestures (i.e. negation gestures like “moving things aside” or “holding away gesture”) 

differ from emblems as they are conventionalized to a certain degree, work on the level of 

speech, fulfill pragmatic functions, culturally shared, and can be identified clearly within the 

stream of manual movements (Ladewig 2014). 

A substantial body of empirical data and many insights on the form and functions already 

exist for at least four constructions (Figure 1). Palm-up (Kendon 2004; Müller 2004; Ferré 2011; 

Gawne 2018), pointing (Enfield 2001; Kita 2003; Enfield 2007; Enfield, Kita & de Ruiter 2007; 

Le Guen 2011; Cooperrider 2019), throw-away gesture (Ladewig 2014, Bressem & Müller 

2014; Bressem et al. 2017) and eyebrow raise (Poggi 2013; Dachkovsky et al. 2013; Herrmann 

2016; Kimmelman et al. 2020) have been the subject to a number of linguistic analyses in 

gesture studies.  

As for sign language, palm-up, pointing signs and eyebrow raise have also been widely 

examined. We can draw from a large body of literature with regard to these three forms (Engberg 

Pedersen 2002; Conlin et al. 2003; Kooij et al. 2006; Meier & Lillo-Martin 2010; McKee et al. 2011; 

Cormier 2013; van Loon 2012; Zwets 2014; Mesh 2017; Gabarro-Lopez 2017; Volk 2017; 

Herrmann & Volk 2021; Sandler et al. 2021). Other manual and non-manual constructions (list 

buoys, body leans) which were chosen for this project, have received less interest in the gesture 

and sign language literature as the abovementioned ones (see Gabarró-López 2017 for list buoys 

in French Belgian Sign Language; Kooij et al. 2006; Kimmelman 2019 for body leans as contrast 

marking in NGT and RSL).  

The literature reveals that most of the analyses investigate the selected constructions 

either in gesture or in sign language, thus giving them a different treatment. It is not surprising, 

as Fenlon et al. (2019) state, because the theories about gesture and sign language have 

developed independently and these two forms of communication are still treated as fundamentally 
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different (Goldin-Meadow & Brentari 2017). Thus, while the major use of palm-up in gesture is 

associated with absence of knowledge (Kendon 2004; Cooperrider et al. 2018b), palm-up in sign 

languages has been described as a multifunctional discourse particle related to discourse 

regulation, coherence and modal meaning (Herrmann & Volk 2021). List buoys are used in 

gesture as simultaneous constructions in listing contexts, where one hand is used to enumerate 

while the other hand identifies the list items (Liddell 2003; Vermeerbergen & Demey 2007). In 

French Belgian Sign Language (LSFB) Gabarró-López et al. (2016) argue that such list-buoys 

function as discourse markers and divide the discourse into larger segments. Different functions 

of similar forms in gesture and sign could be explained by the grammaticalization paths proposed 

by Pfau & Steinbach (2006). However, some of these constructions appear to be superficially 

similar not just on formational but on functional level in co-speech gesture and sign. Thus, 

headshaking in signed communication appear to serve the same role it does among speaking 

communities (Johnston, 2018; Kuder et al., 2018). Namely, rather than negating the clause it is 

co-articulated with, headshaking adds some negative information to the clause (in order to 

express for example disbelief, uncertainty, disapproval, anxiety or other mental state of the signer) 

(Kuder et al., 2018). Sidewards body leans may also not be part of the sign language grammar – 

they behave like the same body gestures found in spoken communication related to spatial 

contrast. The use of space to mark contrast may be a clear modality effect as argued by 

Kimmelmann (2019).  

We appear to lack studies that directly compare the gesture and sign to determine exactly 

how they differ. We know that signers, just like speakers, make use of co-speech gestures while 

signing (Emmorey 1999; Liddell 2003). And we also know that sign language may intergrade 

gesture via lexicalization and/or grammaticalization path (Janzen 1999, 2012; Janzen & Shaffer 

2002; Pfau & Steinbach 2006, van Loon et al. 2014; Le Guen et al. 2020). However, we do not 

yet know how to distinguish signs from gestures (see also Pfau & Steinbach 2006 and 

Herrmann & Volk 2021 for admitting this difficulty). Recently there have been some efforts to 

compare gesture and sign (e.g., Schembri et al. 2005; Cormier et al. 2013; Johnston 2013; Meier 

and Lillo-Martin 2013; Goldin-Meadow & Brentari 2017; Sevcikova & Emmorey 2018; Fenlon et 

al. 2019; Cooperrider & Mesh 2020). Most comparison has focused on pointing and found 

important differences: pointing signs are formationally more consistent, more reduced in form, 

and more integrated into prosodic structure, than are pointing gestures (Fenlon et al. 2019). There 

are no study to date has closely examined and compared palm-up, throw away, list buoys, 

eyebrow raise and sidewards body leans (see Figure 1 for RSL examples) using a corpus driven 

approach in order to characterize and quantify the formational and functional differences between 

in gesture and sign.  

This project focuses on the form and functions of these selected forms in Russian co-

gesture and RSL. We take the study by Fenlon et al. 2019 as a departure point and examine how 

these forms differ when used within a sign language versus a spoken language system. We 

distinguish sign from gesture along the following 5 dimensions: 
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1. conventionalization 
2. reduction 
3. integration into prosodic/syntactic structures 
4. interaction with other channels (especially the mouth) 
5. functional diversity 

 

Following related studies (Fenlon et al. 2019; Schembri & Cooperrider 2020), we will compare the 

selected forms in the naturalistic corpus data as they are used by L1 RSL signers and Russian 

hearing non-signers in the degrees to which they are conventional. That is, the use of a 

consistent form (i.e., showing less variation in formational features across uses) for a given 

meaning (see also Jorgensen et al. 2021 for a similar analysis of conventionalization degree of 

handshapes in Australian Aboriginal sign languages). We will also investigate the degree to which 

they are reduced, integrated into prosodic and/or syntactic structures, which channels they 

systematically interact with (see also Bauer (2019a) and what range of functions they cover 

(more information on the various working steps will be given in 2.3).  

 

Language sample 

The two languages chosen for the present investigation – spoken Russian and RSL – (i) are 

languages that the applicant has previous research experience with and ii) are languages for 

which the necessary academic support network is in place at the University of Cologne to ensure 

the feasibility of the proposed project. Furthermore, a detailed corpus is already available for RSL, 

which has been annotated by the applicant, the deaf assistant and the collaborative partners 

abroad (see 6.5 and 7.1.2.5.) in the course of the on-going DFG project “A corpus study of 

mouthing and fingerspelling in Russian Sign Language: description and implications for cross-

modal contact”. The applicant together with Roman Poryadin, Svetlana Burkova and Vadim 

Kimmelmann has annotated a corpus of RSL, which currently includes over 230 texts filmed from 

43 RSL signers – men and women aged from 18 to 63 years, with varying degrees of deafness: 

deaf, hard-of-hearing and CODA. The RSL Corpus (http://rsl.nstu.ru/) was built by Svetlana 

Burkova (Novosibirsk University) and her research group during a documentation project funded 

by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (Burkova 2015). A large part of the signers 

currently resides in Novosibirsk; another part in Moscow. The corpus has a number of text-types. 

It contains spontaneous speech (narratives and dialogues) and texts filmed on the basis of 

stimulus materials (cartoons retelling, picture-based storytelling). The corpus reflects the true 

everyday language use of different groups of RSL signers in a variety of situations. This 

documentary corpus of RSL will be one of the main data sources for the study. The corpus will 

be expanded due to the additional fine-grained annotations ELAN tiers (see 2.3 for methodology 

steps) and archived at the university of Novosibirsk in close collaboration with the Svetlana 

Burkova.  

RSL is used by Deaf and hard-of-hearing people in Russia. According to the latest census 

organized in 2010, 120,000 people are using this sign language. Although it has a higher number 

of signers compared to many other European sign languages, it still remains considerably 

understudied. The general scientific interest towards RSL arose only in the 80s (Zajceva 1987; 

Grenoble 1992 for a short overview of RSL). Most of the research on the structure of RSL has 

been conducted by Zajceva, a sign language interpreter, who has studied RSL mostly from a 

http://rsl.nstu.ru/
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pedagogical perspective (Zajceva 2000). Less than 15 years ago the term Russian Sign 

Language was not existent and many Deaf RSL signers defined it as a jargon. RSL received its 

official status as a “language for inter-personal communication of the Deaf and hard-of-hearing 

people” in 2012. Since then, selected aspects of RSL grammar have been described (Prozorova 

& Kibrik 2007; Prozorova 2009; Burkova & Varinova 2012; Burkova 2012, 2015; Kimmelman 2009, 

2012, 2014, 2019; Filimonova 2016; Burkova & Kimmelman 2019; Bauer 2018; 2019ab, Kyuseva 

2020; Bauer & Kyuseva under review). In many respects RSL appears to be typologically similar 

to other urban sign languages described so far. RSL is in closer contact with the spoken and 

written Russian language and is expected to be affected by it. Yet no studies on comparison of 

Russian co-speech gestures and RSL signs have been conducted.  

Linguistic research on Russian co-speech gestures gained momentum only recently 

with the corpus-based work of Elena Grišina (2017) and developed into a field of its own in the 

following couple of years (Nikolaeva 2017; Kibrik 2018; Cienki & Iriskhanova 2018; Kibrik & 

Fedorova 2018). The research team around Prof. Andrej Kibrik at the Institute of Linguistics of 

the Russian Academy of Sciences has conducted a comprehensive corpus of Russian 

multichannel discourse based on the resource called “Russian Pear Chats and Stories”. The 

corpus is freely available online and includes a series of recordings of natural communication 

among several participants along with their vocal and kinetic annotations in ELAN. This 

documentary corpus of Russian co-speech gestures will be the second major data source for the 

project (see 2.2 for other gesture corpora to be used and developed within this project) and a 

collaboration plan will be developed with Prof. A. Kibrik during his the research visit to the 

University of Cologne (see 7.1.2.3).  

In order to successfully carry out the proposed project further richly annotated 

multimodal corpora of Russian gestures are needed (see methodological objectives in 2.2.).  

Own preliminary research 

For the first preliminary study (Bauer 2019a), the palm-up constructions were annotated in the 

RSL corpus and explored along the fourth (interaction with other channels) and fifth (functions) 

dimension proposed above. In accordance with the latest study on discourse particles in DGS 

(Herrmann & Volk 2021), our preliminary study has identified similar functions of palm-up in RSL: 

discourse regulation (49%), modal meaning (28%) and coherence (23%) (Bauera 2019a). The 

main goal of the preliminary study was to investigate whether the accompanying non-manual 

markers indicate one of these functions of palm-up in RSL.  
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Figure 2: Non-manuals accompanying palm-up in the RSL corpus (Bauer 2019a).3  

 

 

Figure 3: The interaction of different non-manual markers with different palm-up functions4.  

Bauer (2019a) does not reveal any non-manual pattern to be indicative of palm-up functions in 

RSL. She concludes that the syntactic position of the palm-up in the RSL discourse is predicative 

of its function (Figure 3). Extrapolating from these preliminary findings, we hypothesize that palm-

up in gesture and sign will not differ from each other within the fourth dimension (systematic 

interaction with other channels).  

 

Figure 3: The syntactic position of palm-up in RSL corpus 

 

 
3 The abbreviation m stands for mouthing, mg for mouth gestures.  
4 hr (head turn to the right); hs (head shake); hl (head turn to the left); hn (head nod); htl (left head tilt); htr (right head 

tilt); bb (body lean backwards); btl (body shift to the left); btr (body shift to the right); bf (body lean forwards); lpd 
(lips pushed forward); ldn (corners of the mouth lowered down); lpr (lips pressed together); mo (mouth open) 
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In our second pilot study5 we have recently begun to explore the occurrence and the form of the 

two manual elements (palm-up and throw-away) in naturalistic data drawn from the corpora of the 

three unrelated sign languages: Polish (PJM), German (DGS) and Russian (RSL)6. Here we ask 

whether there are language-specific differences in form or use of these two constructions. In a 

joint presentation7, we compare their frequency, variation and other formal patterns across these 

SLs. The quantitative outcomes (see Table 1) show that the rate of usage of the two manual 

activities is overall similar for PJM and RSL and slightly higher for DGS. 

 

 

Informants 

(age 

group&sex) 

No. and type 

of analysed 

texts 

Length of 

analysed 

texts 

No. of 

produced 

signs 

No. of 

p-ups 

% of 

p-ups 

(out of 

all 

signs) 

No. of 

throw-

aways 

% of 

throw-

aways (out 

of all 

signs) 

PJM 
31-45: M&F 

60+: M 

9 retellings; 5 

narratives; 1 

dialogue 

95 min 

43 sec 
5276 126 2.39% 85 1.61% 

DGS 

18-30: M 

31-45: M 

60+: F 

8 narratives; 

2 dialogues 

45 min  

8 sec 
3053 174 5.70% 72 2.36% 

RSL 
18-30: F 

60+: M+F 

5 retellings; 

10 narratives 

26 min  

34 sec 
2105 56 2.66% 34 1.62% 

Table 1: Three sign language corpora and the quantitative results of the second preliminary study 

 

This study is the first a comparative cross-linguistic corpus-based treatment of the palm-up and 

throw-away forms in three European sign languages using the same analytic criteria and 

theoretical framework.  

 

1.2 Project-related publications   
Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 together must not exceed 10 publications; please number them consecutively. 

 
1.2.1 Articles published by outlets with scientific quality assurance, book 
publications, and works accepted for publication but not yet published.  
 

1. Mohr, Susanne & Anastasia Bauer (accepted). Gesture, sign languages and multimodality. To 

appear in Svenja Völkel & Nico Nassenstein (Eds.). Approaches to Language and Culture, De 

Gruyter Mouton (expected publication early 2022). 

2. Bauer, Anastasia & Masha Kyuseva (under review). New insights on mouthings: Evidence from 

a corpus-based study of Russian Sign Language. Submitted September 2021 to Frontiers in 

Psychology, Language Sciences, Sign Language Research Sixty Years Later: Current and Future 

Perspectives. 

3. Jorgensen, Eleanor, Green, Jennifer & Anastasia Bauer. 2021. The phonology of alternate sign 

languages in Australia. Languages 6/2:81, https://doi.org/10.3390/languages6020081 

 
5 Together with two collaborators (Dr. Anna Kuder and Prof. Pamela Perniss), the applicant is working on a joint 
publication and investigates palm-up and throw-away in RSL. 
6 https://www.korpuspjm.uw.edu.pl; https://www.sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de/meinedgs/overview/start.html; 

http://rsl.nstu.ru 
7 Kuder, A, Bauer, A. & P. Perniss have submitted two abstracts to TISLR 14 and GESTURE conferences in 2021.  

https://doi.org/10.3390/languages6020081
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4. Bauer, Anastasia. 2020. Das Konzept der multimodalen Sprache am Beispiel von der Russischen 

Gebärdensprache. Bulletin der deutschen Slavistik 26, Berlin: Frank & Timme Verlag, 131-139.  

5. Bauer, Anastasia. 2019. „When words meet signs: A corpus-based study on variation of mouthing 

in Russian Sign Language“. In: Anastasia Bauer & Bunčić, Daniel (Eds.). Linguistische Beiträge 

zur Slavistik, Specimina philologiae Slavicae 198, 9-35. 

6. Bauer, Anastasia. 2018. Артикуляция в русском жестовом языке. In: Kempgen, Sebastian / 

Monika Wingender / Ludger Udolph (Hrsg.): Deutsche Beiträge zum 16. Internationalen 

Slavistenkongress, Belgrad 2018. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, Die Welt der Slaven 63, 36-46. 

 

1.2.2 Other publications, both peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed 
 

7. Bauer, Anastasia. 2019. Non-manual components with palm-up in Russian Sign Language. 

Poster presentation at the 93rd LSA Annual Meeting. New York, NY. January 3–7. 

 

1.2.3 Patents 
 
1.2.3.1 Pending 
n/a 
 

 

1.2.3.2 Issued 
n/a 
 

2 Objectives and work programme 
 
2.1 Anticipated total duration of the project 
 

The anticipated total duration of the project within the priority programme Visual Communication 

(ViCom) is 72 months. Funding is requested here for 36 months, starting 1. August 2022, a 

couple of months before the first kick-off meeting of ViCom in November 2022 (DFG funds will be 

necessary for the whole lifetime of the project). 

 

2.2 Objectives 
 
This project aims to extend our understanding of the relation between gesture and sign by 

providing a detailed corpus-based analysis of the selected constructions in both co-speech 

gesture and sign. The goal is to determine how – and to what degree – palm-up, throw away, 

pointing, list buoys, eyebrow raise and sidewards body leans in sign language differ from 

comparable forms in gesture on both functional and formation grounds. This overarching goal 

subsumes a number of more specific objectives: descriptive, theoretical, methodological and 

social.  

 

Descriptive objectives 

 

The descriptive objective of this project is to annotate the selected constructions (palm-up, throw 

away, pointing, list buoys, eyebrow raise and sidewards body leans) in the respective corpora 

and to describe them along 5 different dimensions (conventionalization; reduction; integration into 
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prosodic/syntactic structures; interaction with other channels and functional diversity). The 

following research questions will be answered through the corpus analysis. 

 

1) What are the formational features (handshape, one vs. two hands, hand preference) of all 

selected constructions in the sign language and gesture data?  

2) What is the duration of all selected constructions in the sign language and gesture data? 

And what factors may affect the duration of the constructions (syntactic phrase position or 

frequency)? 

3) How are the constructions integrated with other aspects of the language system (position 

within an utterance, phrase-final lengthening)? 

4) How do the selected constructions interact with other channels (mouth, facial expression, 

eye gaze, nose, head etc.) in gesture and sign? Do these constructions systematically 

occur with particular non-manual markers? 

5) What are the syntactic, semantic, discursive and pragmatic functions of these forms in 

gesture and sign? 

 

Theoretical objectives 

 

The second major research strand of this project is its theoretical implications. The analysis of the 

possible similarities and differences in form and function of the selected constructions in spoken 

and signed communication as produced by the signers and speakers has important theoretical 

implications for our understanding of gesture-sign relation. The project is intended as a 

contribution to the efforts of “re-orienting language theory to account for the varied communicative 

practices and to reflect multimodal language” (Ferrara and Hodge 2018:12). We contribute to the 

ongoing discussion of dynamic relations between gesture and sign (Müller 2018; Goldin-

Meadow 2017) by adopting a broad definition of gesture and considering both languages under 

study as inherently multimodal (RSL and spoken Russian) (Mohr & Bauer accepted; Bauer 2020). 

By focusing on languages which received little attention in gesture and sign language studies, 

this project offers systematic cross-linguistic research on multimodal use of language in its signed 

and spoken forms. 

 

Methodological objectives 

 

One important methodological objective is to create a richly annotated open access 

multimodal corpus for Russian co-gestures.  

This project adds novel data by focusing on constructions in Russian co-speech gesture 

and RSL. We examine these constructions in two datasets: the sign language and gesture 

dataset. The sign language dataset is the available and annotated RSL Corpus (Burkova 2015), 

which will be complemented by the additional dialog data collected by the PI Bauer during 

fieldwork in Novosibirsk, Russia in the second year of the project. As for the gesture dataset, 

the project will make use of four types of data. 
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1. A comprehensive corpus of Russian multichannel discourse “Russian Pear Chats and 

Stories” (https://multidiscourse.ru). The corpus is freely available online and includes a 

series of recordings of natural communication among several participants along with their 

vocal and kinetic annotations in ELAN (Kibrik 2018). 

 

Because some constructions are widely used in dialogs, addition resources will be used as a part 

of the gesture dataset in this project.  

 

2. We will use the UCLA NewsScape Library of International Television News. There is a 

number of Russian shows from the TVC channel along with transcripts of the speech 

( http://tvnews.library.ucla.edu/search?network=%D0%A2%D0%92%D0%A6 ). In order to 

access these recording, it is necessary to become a member of a research network known 

as the Little Red Hen Lab™ (https://www.redhenlab.org/home) (the applicant has submitted 

her membership application on the 2nd November 2021), which is a global big data science 

laboratory and cooperative for research into multimodal communication.  

 
3. Additionally, we will create a corpus of Russian gestures based on two TV shows in 

Russian TV: Večernij Urgant (https://www.1tv.ru/shows/vecherniy-urgant) and Pozner 

(https://www.1tv.ru/shows/pozner). While the former show resembles the Tavis Smiley 

Corpus (Cooperrider 2016), the latter show includes TV interviews. Co-speech gestures in 

20 shows will be annotated with ELAN (Wittenburg et al. 2006). The annotated ELAN files 

will be stored by the Red Hen lab to develop further software for gesture annotation. In this 

way, the trend is avoided that videos and annotations only being accessible to the research 

group that worked on them. This Russian corpus on co-speech gesture will be accessible 

for other researchers. 

 
4. Another additional set of data will be provided by O. Tykhostup, a PhD student of Prof. Gast 

(a close collaborator within the ViCom priority programme). During her PhD, she has 

annotated approx. 2hrs. of video footage of the elicited data on Russian gestures.  

 

In sum, the following methodological deliverables are envisaged: 

 

 a richly annotated multi-modal corpus of Russian co-speech gestures created and 

annotated by the project team; 

 additional data and annotation of the RSL corpus;  

 three article publications in high-impact journals. 

 

Social objectives 

 

RSL has not yet been officially recognized as minority language in Russia. Knowing that the 

scientific studies of sign languages have a positive impact on the status of these minority 

languages, the outcomes of this project will be communicated to the Russian Deaf community by 

means of summaries on the respective websites (in Russian and RSL by Roman Poryadin), and 

in journals addressing the Deaf communities such as Das Zeichen and V edinom stroju. Lastly, 

https://multidiscourse.ru/
http://tvnews.library.ucla.edu/search?network=%D0%A2%D0%92%D0%A6
https://www.redhenlab.org/home
https://www.1tv.ru/shows/vecherniy-urgant
https://www.1tv.ru/shows/pozner
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empirical research on the use of selected constructions in RSL, will improve sign language 

teaching materials, which will, in turn, lead to improvements of the sign language teacher and 

interpreter preparation and training programs, and, thus, to improvement of Russian Deaf 

education in general.  

 

2.3 Work programme including proposed research methods 
 

In order to achieve the aim and fulfill the objectives of the project, the work programme 
comprises five major work packages (see also Figure 4). 
  
WP1: Annotation of the sign language dataset  

WP2: Annotation of the gesture dataset 

WP3: Analysis of gestures 

WP4: Analysis of signs 

WP5: Additional data collection 

Figure 4: Timeline of the project and the work packages 

 

WP-1: Annotation of RSL 

The project will start with the annotation of the selected constructions in the RSL corpus. It will 

be carried out by a project team consisting of PI Bauer and the deaf assistant Poryadin 

(Werkvertrag). Only palm-up has been already systematically annotated with the co-occurring 

non-manual markers (Bauer 2019a). Pointings are also annotated as IX signs, but not further 

differentiated in the corpus. Other constructions will need to be identified and annotated. With 

regard to pointings, we will focus on pointings to self, addressee, or some other entity (typically 

a non-present entity either in an imagined or an arbitrary locus). Prior to annotating pointing, we 

will compare our annotation scheme with our collaborators Prof. Markus Steinbach and Prof. 

Clemens Steiner-Mayr. Additional tiers need to be implemented into the ELAN files, i.e. for 

handshape, one vs. two hands, hand preference, position within an utterance and function (see 

2.2). Further steps include the annotation of non-manual markers and identifying the functions. 

 

WP-2: Annotation of gesture 

This package will be mainly carried out by the PI Bauer and the student assistant. The annotation 

of gesture dataset will follow after an initial preparatory phase of becoming a member of the 

Little Red Hen lab, getting access to the Russian videos from the UCLA NewsScape Library 

of International Television News, setting up a corpus and developing/applying the annotation 
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scheme (in collaboration with other ViCom projects, i.e. the projects led by Prof. Gast, Prof. 

Hermann, Prof. Steinbach, Dr. Ladewig, Prof. Perniss, Prof. Schumacher). 

 

WP-3: Analysis of gestures & WP-4: Analysis of signs 

The core research phase encompasses corpus analyses and comparison of gestures and signs, 

which will be carried out by PI Bauer. The investigation will be closely coordinated with 

cooperation partners who work on related topics: Prof. Kimmelman, Dr. Burkova, Dr. Kuder, Prof. 

Gast, Prof. Hermann, Prof. Steinbach, Dr. Ladewig, Prof. Perniss. During this phase the visiting 

researchers will be invited (see 7.1.2.3.) to Cologne to discuss project related topics. Throughout 

the entire core research period, the student assistant will assist PI in various administrative 

matters (preparing the contracts for Roman Poryadin, organization of visits of the researchers). 

 

WP-5: Additional data collection 

One fieldtrip (two weeks) is planned to be undertaken by the PI Bauer with the aim of expanding 

the existing RSL corpus and achieving the project goal. This working package will be closely 

coordinated with the collaboration partners Dr. Burkova and Prof. Kimmelmann who also work 

with the RSL corpus.  

  

Presentation of results in talks and publications 

Three articles are envisaged to be published during the project within the ViCom priority 

programme. One targeting a broader readership, e.g. in Frontiers in Psychology or Glossa; one 

targeting a more specific sign language related linguistic readership, e.g. Sign Language & 

Linguistics and one targeting a Russian linguistic readership, e.g. Russian Linguistics. Two 

publications will be conducted in collaboration with the project partners (Dr. Ladewig, Prof. 

Herrmann). 

Starting the second year of the project, the ongoing analysis will be presented at different 

leading linguistic conferences (two of them target a broad Slavic linguistic audience, e.g. the 

International congress of Slavists and Slavic Linguistic Society meetings; the other conferences 

target sign language and gesture research audience (e.g. TISLR, FEAST, GESTURE). 

In the last project phase, the archiving of data will be concluded supported by the student 

assistant (see also 5.2 for data handling details) and preparation for follow-up project proposal 

within the ViCom priority programme will be conducted.  
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